Council on Academic Affairs

06/01/11

3:00 PM – 5:00 PM
200 Bricker Hall

Revised Agenda

1. Minutes from the May 11, 2011 Meeting

2. Report from the Co-Chairs—Jay S. Hobgood, James W. Cogdell

3. Report from the Vice Chair—W. Randy Smith

4. Subcommittee C—Sarah Douglas, Sean Fitzpatrick, John Fellingham, Kay Wolf

ARTS AND SCIENCES: DIVISION OF ARTS & HUMANITIES

- Music-BA
- Composition-BS
- Jazz Studies-BM
- Musicology-BM
- Performance-BM
- Theory-BM
- Choral Music-BME
- General Music-BME
- Instrumental Music-BME
- Music-Undergrad Minor
- Music, Media, and Enterprise Undergrad
- Dance-BFA
- Dance Education-BFA
- Dance-Undergrad Minor
- Art-BA
- Studio Art-BFA
- Studio Art-Undergrad Minor
- Industrial Design-BSD
- Interior Design-BSD
- Visual Communication Design-BDS
- Industrial Interior & Visual Communications-Undergrad Minor
- Bachelor of Art Education-BAE
- Arts Management-BAM
- Arts Entrepreneurship-Undergrad Minor

5. Adjourn